In this study, We introduced performances Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayes estimation under LINEX, GENTROPY and SQUARED loss functions results concerning a progressively type-II censored samples for parameters of Odd Weibull distribution. We used obtain the Tierney Kadane's approximation to obtain Bayesian estimates. The Mean Squared Error (MSE)s of MLEs and (MSE)s of Bayes estimates under LINEX, GENTROPY and SQUARED loss functions for unknown parameters are computed using Monte Carlo simulation.
1.INTRODUCTION
OddW distribution based on the opinion of appraising the distribution of the 'odds of death' of a lifetime variable has been used life time models. To read in literature about this distribution, the readers may look are Cooray [1] , Cooray [2] and Jiang et al. [3] Many authors studied about estimation for some distributions under progressive type II right censoring. For some of this studies Balakrishnan et al. [4] , Wu [5] , Wu et al. [6] , Balakrishnan and Aggarwala [7] , Balakrishnan [8] . Generalized Weibull distribution is one of the distributions used in the literature to estimate the parameter. A few of study are Lai [9] , Mudholkar and Srivastava [10] , Gencer and Saraçoğlu [11] , Nadarajah et.al. [12] , Salem and Abo-Kasem [13] , Nassar and Eissa [14] , Edwin et al., [15] , Abdelal [16] , Korkmaz et.al. [17] and Alizadeh et al. [18] . This distribution is only one of the generalized distribution has been presented by Cooray [19] . Odd Weibull (OddW) distribution with , and    parameters is given with   OddW , ,    .The cumulative distribution function (cdf), probability density function (pdf), hazard function of a X random variable having   OddW , ,    are as, 1 2 ( ; , , ) 1
(3) Type-I and type-II censoring are favorite censoring schemes. Progressive censoring scheme presents the observer to remove active units during the test. A generalization of classic type-II right censoring is referred to as progressive type II right censoring.
And note that the classic Type-II right censoring is a particular status of the progressive Type-II right censoring, and it can be attained by using
In this process, 
For more elaborations see Balakrishnan [8] and Balakrishnan and Aggarwala [7] .
The purpose of this article is to compare the Mean Squared Error (MSE)s of MLEs and (MSE)s of Bayes estimates under LINEX, GENTROPY and SQUARED loss functions for unknown parameters of the OddW distribution under the progressive type II right censoring using Monte Carlo simulation method. The rest of the paper is organized as the maximum likelihood estimators, Bayesian estimators under Tierney Kadane' approximation parameters of the OddW distribution, These estimators are computed using Monte Carlo simulation and results is taken place. 
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3.APPROXIMATE BAYESIAN ESTIMATION

3.1.Bayesian Estimation under Tierney Kadane's Approximation for Different Loss Functions
Tierney and Kadane (TK) [20] is one of the methods to procured the approximate value of the mathematical explanations as the ratio of two integrals. This approximation can be written as follows for case with three parameter. 
Where, 
where   , ,..., m W W W are generated sample with m size getting from Uniform (0,1) distribution.
2.
1 1 , m j j m i i R i i W V                is described for i=1,2,...m .
3.
: The results are consituted. As seen from Table 1 and Table 2 , generally mean squared errors obtained under LINEX and GENTROPY loss functions are better than others. It is observed that for the same and all censoring schemes as m/n increases, the MSEs of estimators tend to decrease in general. Moreover, MSEs all estimates for (nm,,0,…,0) censoring scheme are usually smaller than MSEs under LINEX, GENTROPY and SQUARED loss functions Bayes estimates and MLE's estimates for other censoring schemes.
5.CONCLUSION
In this report, approximate Bayes estimators under squared error, Linex and General entropy loss function obtained by using TK approximation and MSEs MLE's for OddW distribution with  , and  parameters under progressive type II censored sample. As the number of failure units for the same n increases, MLE's performances and performances of the LINEX, GENTROPY and SQUARED loss functions Bayes estimates are getting better. Also in the case of n = 20, the linex loss function has been generally found to have a minimum MSE, whereas in the case of n = 80 the general entropy loss function has mostly minimum MSE. The best estimates are obtained for n = m (complete sample status). 
